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Description of Operation

A miniaturized and portable live cell-based microfluidic Electrical Cell Impedance
(ECIS) biosensor capable of rapid and functional screening of pathogens, toxins, and
chemical compounds is shown. Any condition that harms cell growth is reflected in
these assays, regardless of whether or not it is a previously known hazard.

• Field toxin detection
• Water monitoring
• Portable on-site sampling
• Biomedical tissue research

• Cell layer growth monitoring
• Pharmaceutical studies
• Bioanalytical chemistry
• Electroporation
• Clinical diagnostics
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Key Applications

Cell Monolayer Health vs. Time

We have successfully demonstrated a system where mammalian cell monolayers can be
maintained in micro-fluidic ECIS cards in storage media at ambient conditions for a
period of >40 days without significant changes in the impedance values.
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This small, low-cost system with extended shelf life will have significant value as a
portable field device for screening toxicants and pathogens in clinical settings, food and
water supplies, as well as in high throughput applications for target validation in the
pharmaceutical industry. Because of smaller well and plate dimensions, there will be
significant reduction in cost and media storage and replacement volumes.
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Accomplishments

Future Development

• Mammalian cell layer viable >40 days in
ambient conditions by media optimization
• Sensitive detection of toxins and nutrients
• Sample volume reduced >10x
• Miniaturization does not reduce assay
sensitivity
• CO2/H2O leak-free housing

• Further system
miniaturization
• Multiplex 100s of wells
highly sensitive to more
bio- and chem- analytes
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ISurTec®, in collaboration with Microplumbers
MicroSciences, LLC. and Diagnostic
Biosensors, LLC., has developed a miniaturized
and portable cell based microfluidic, ECIS
(Electrical Cell Impedance) biosensor with
enhanced cell longevity and sensitivity.
Cell-based Biosensors (CBB) have emerged as
powerful tools capable of rapid and functional
screening of pathogens, toxins and chemical
compounds. A major advantage of cell based
biosensors is that they show the effect of any toxin,
whereas most current biosensors detect only
specific toxins. Any condition that harms cell
growth is reflected in these assays, regardless
whether it is a previously known hazard or not.
Among CBB, mammalian cells are particularly
favored over non-mammalian cells because they
appear to be more predictive of lethal toxicant
concentrations [1]. The application of this type of
biosensor is increasing rapidly, especially in clinical
and environmental diagnostics, food safety,
biosecurity, and in advanced pathological
applications [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. The major issues
currently limiting CBBs use include robustness,
stability, shelf life, size and expense. CBBs lack
robustness because in vitro cell culture systems are
generally more fragile and prone to damage.
Therefore, media pH or media composition must be
properly maintained.
We, through the integration of microfabrication,
microfluidics, and cell culture media optimization;
developed a miniaturized, stable and robust CBB
with promising applications in pharmaceutical and
clinical screenings as well as for in-field biosecurity
applications. The advantages of microfabrication
and microfluidics include small size, multiple
assays on one array and multiple processes
integrated on one card.

A.

B.

Figure 1. A) Cartoon of the of the microfluidic card design. B)
Microfluidic card mated to an ECIS card (Applied Biophysics ECIS
8W10E).
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Figure 2. BAEC cells growing in storage media at ambient
conditions A) 10 days at ambient conditions B) 16 days at ambient
conditions C) 26 days at ambient conditions D) 43 days at ambient
conditions. At the end of 43 days at ambient conditions, the culture
had 75-80% cell viability and maintenance of monolayer integrity.
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Bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAEC) were seeded
in each of the wells. Once monolayers were
formed, the growth media was replaced with
storage media using the inlet ports provided in the
fluidic cards. The storage media development for
BAECs was successful, as evidenced by a tight
diffusion barrier formed by cell monolayers, that
was stable for extended times in ambient
conditions. Figure 2B shows the results of
incubations of monolayers with ISurTec’s storage
media formulation for BAEC cells. Note that the
monolayers maintained their integrity even after 40
days of incubation in storage media at ambient
conditions. The graphs in Figures 3A and 3B shows
a direct comparison of responses to toxicant KCN
between our microfluidic card, and a commercially
available card from APB (Applied Biophysics, Inc.),
respectively.
The normalized impedance values show that
the miniaturization process did not decrease
the sensitivity of the system, and the cells in
microfluidic card detected the exposure to
500µM potassium cyanide (KCN) in the same
time frame as a standard card.
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ECIS after KCN (500µM) addition in NEW fluidic card
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ECIS after KCN (500µM) addition in STANDARD card
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Notable Features:
 Approximately 90 fold reduction in the size
of CBB system over the commercially
available systems through miniaturization of
electronic circuitry and microfluidics
 Development of customized buffer systems
for enhanced stability and longevity of
mammalian cell lines at ambient conditions
which will obviate the use of elaborate cell
culture facilities for field applications
 Cost effective system requiring less raw
material, reagent volume and cell numbers
.
Results and Summary:
We have successfully demonstrated a system
where mammalian cell monolayers can be
maintained in micro-fluidic ECIS cards in storage
media at ambient conditions for a period of >40
days without significant changes in the impedance
values. Figure 1A shows the design of a
microfluidic card which is mated to an ECIS card to
form a multiwell microfluidic card (1B).
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Figure 3) Impedance measurements in the NEW fluidic card (A(3)) and
STANDARD card (B(3)), after KCN exposure (500uM). Solid lines A(1)
and B(1) are cell control wells NOT exposed to the toxicant. Dotted
lines A(2) and B(2) are KCN control wells without cells. C and C’ show
BAEC monolayers growing on gold electrodes. C is the unexposed
control well, and C’ is the test well exposed to KCN (500uM).Note
monolayer disintegration upon exposure to KCN, and corresponding
impedance value declines in both microfluidic cards (3).
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ECIS after addition of three toxicants in a fluidic card
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Figure 4) Change in impedance values after the BAEC monolayers
were exposed to three toxicants [(3): Lindane, (4): PCP, (5): KCN].
Line (2) represents KCN control without cells and (1) is the cell
control without KCN.

Figure 4 shows that BAEC monolayers were able to
respond to all three toxicants even after being
stored at ambient conditions in storage media for a
period of 5 days. The cultures not only maintained
monolayer integrity at ambient conditions, but also
showed sensitivity to all three toxicants tested
(KCN-0.35mM;
lindane-0.1mM
and
Pentachlorophenate
(PCP)-0.38mM).
This
response is statistically significant from the wells
where toxicant was not added.
In summary, this small, low cost system with
extended shelf life will have significant value as a
portable field device for screening toxicants and
pathogens in clinical settings, food and water
supplies, and high throughput target validation in
the pharmaceutical industry. Because of the
smaller card dimensions, there will be significant
reduction in cost and media storage and
replacement volumes. We optimized the media
conditions by developing customized buffer
systems to extend the viability of the chosen
mammalian cell line to a period of over 40 days in
ambient conditions. In the future, we will
incorporate multi-parameter cellular sensing for
improved toxicity detection over ECIS - only
sensing.
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